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If only we 
knew...? We could do 

it this way...
I've seen 
a widget ...

I have an 
idea ...

I know 
someone 
who 
could ...

Innovation is everywhere
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Not all ideas are equal… the 4 sources of innovation
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IDEATION
is about how we generate new ideas to solve our problems & the 
management of these ideas through to solutions

RESEARCH 
is about shaping dedicated research programmes that are 
focused on solving our largest challenges over the long-term

SCOUTING
is about horizon scanning for new technologies, products and 
services and then rapidly trialling them to establish if they can 
solve our business problems and determining how we maximise 
their value within our business operations

PARTNERING
is about establishing trusted partnerships that promote 
collaborative working and open knowledge sharing
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 Innovation campaigns
 Solution design sprints

 R&D programmes

 Market research
 External supplier proposals
 TAG (Isle)

Payment on solution challenges
External market testing
Partnering

From Source of Innovation to Routes to Innovation
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 Innovation campaigns
 Solution design sprints

 R&D programmes
 Ofwat innovation fund

 Market research
 External supplier proposals
 TAG (Isle)
 SPRING (Water UK)

Payment on solution challenges
External market testing
Partnering

From Source of Innovation to Routes to Innovation
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 Market research
 External supplier proposals
 TAG (Isle)
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Partnering

From Source of Innovation to Routes to Innovation
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Centre for Resilience in 

Environment, Water and Waste
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CREWW conceived and 
submitted to UK Research 
Partnership Investment Fund
2017-18

CREWW Research Centre of 
Excellence Opening
2023

25 yr partnership agreement
2021

UKPRIF Award Confirmed
2019

Collaborative Research Prog.
2021 - 2046

Our two organisations have been collaboratively developing and delivering 
research projects for over 15 years. 

From this was born the ambitious partnership to conduct world-leading research 
to solve some of the most pressing global environmental challenges of our time.
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CREWW’s strategic research priorities
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#1. Clean drinking water for everyone, all the time
• Upstream catchment management
• New treatment technologies

#2. Safe treatment and disposal of water
• Reducing sewage discharges
• Improving wastewater treated quality

#3. Predicting and preventing pollution
• Monitor, predict & prevent pollution incidents

#4. Sustainable water supply and demand
• Protecting our water resources through natural solutions & behavioural science

#5. Protecting the water supply network
• Improved knowledge of causes/sources of leakage and supply interruptions
• Quicker detection, repair and/or prevention

#6. Building resilience into natural systems
• Deepen our understanding of the natural environment (interactions between the    

hydrological cycle and soils, geomorphology, ecology, climate and land use)
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Fostering innovation in a remote world
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Fostering innovation in a remote world
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Summary

Innovation is everywhere

There are many sources of innovation and routes to solutions

We need to focus innovation on long term and impactful 
research – the challenges are getting tougher and ever closer

Collaboration is the key to finding the solutions

It is possible to foster an innovation culture in a remote world
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